Name____________________________________Period_______________

Independent Investigation Method (IIM) Research Worksheet
Unit: LEADERSHIP
Topic: FAMOUS LEADERS
My Famous Leader:________________________________________

Required number of Notefact cards:_____30+_____
Required number of Glossary Entries:___10___ (List & define on reverse side. Incorporate words into products.)
Required number of Resources:________3_________
Required Resource Types: 1)Biography; 2)Online; 3)Primary Source

Questions To Guide My Research
Below are questions to guide your research.
Place a check in the blank once you have answered the question & have made the NOTEFACT CARD.

1. [LEADER OVERVIEW]
   a. _____What is the background of your leader?
      i. _____Who?
      ii. _____What?
      iii. _____When?
      iv. _____Where?
      v. _____Why?

2. [CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LEADER - NATURE]:
   a. _____What trait was this person born with that assisted him/her as a great leader?

3. [EVENTS IMPACTING THE LEADER - NURTURE]:
   a. _____What life events impacted him/her?
   b. _____How did s/he utilize his/her leadership abilities?
   c. _____How did his/her abilities impact others?
   d. _____How did his/her abilities impact history?

4. What is to be learned from this leader?
   a. _____What life lessons are to gained BY YOU from the life of this person?

REMEmber: EACH NOTECARD CONTAINS ONE NOTEFACT!!!